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Colour Coded

Yellow

430-2051

Disinfectant Mat
Stop contamination at the door with a sanitizing footbath that cleans and sanitizes. Heavyduty rubber fingers clean shoe 
soles while solution sanitizes them. This unique double-action helps keep contamination from reaching food processing 
areas. Over 90% of the food plant professionals we surveyed said footbaths are Very Important or Somewhat Important. 
They are recommended at entrances to all food processing areas. Mat measures 32”x 39”x 2” deep.

Chlorine Resistant High-Wall™

Antimicrobial High-Wall™

Red Blue Black Orange

430-2078 430-2076 430-2007 430-2072

Ergomat® Hygiene Antifatigue Mat
Made of premium rubber, the Ergomat Hygiene Mat is designed to increase comfort while reducing tripping hazards, 
body aches, quality issues, and sick leaves. Features molded beveled edges. USDA approved for food processing. Use in 
wet or dry areas. 3-year warranty. Custom sizes available, please call for pricing.

2" x 3"
Red Blue Green Grey

198-2000 198-2001 198-2002 198-2003

Rubber Knobby Mat™
Economic rubber mats designed for heavy wear and tear in almost any environment. Knobby surface on both sides allows 
circulation of air or liquid. Protects stainless steel parts or glassware from knocking against hard surfaces. Perfect for 
disassembled pump parts during repairs. Mat with black “X” helps prevent cross-contamination. Use the solid colored 
side for product contact and the side with the “X” as the bottom side. 21” x 27”. All mats are formulated from FDA 
approved material.

Mat with “X” and ¾" Hanging Holes

Mat Hanger 3"W x 21"L (not shown)
Stainless Steel

141-2200

White Red Yellow Blue Green Orange Purple

141-2015 141-2020 141-2025 141-2005 141-2030 141-2035 141-2038

141-2006 - White with Hanging Holes only

141-2010 - Black without Hanging Holes Also available in Metal Detectable.

Dual Colour Rubber Knobby Mat™
Take color-coding product contact and non-product surfaces to the ultimate level and reduce cross-contamination with 
this mat. One side of the mat is solid black while the other is solid colored making it easy to identify product and non-
product surfaces. Knobby surface on both sides allows for circulation of air or liquid. Protect stainless steel parts or 
glassware from knocking against hard surfaces. Perfect for disassembled pump parts during repairs. Formulated of FDA 
approved materials and features 3/4” reinforced die-cut holes in two corners for easy hanging on the stainless steel mat 
hanger (#141-2200).

21" x 27" Dual Colour Knobby Mat (solid black on one side)
White Red Yellow Blue Green Orange Purple

141-2040 141-2045 141-2050 141-2055 141-2060 141-2065 141-2070

Also available in 
Metal Detectable.




